ODE Conference Call - 11/21/2016

FY16 Graduate data/reports – ODE implemented a fix in the processing last week that would’ve been
reflected in last Thursdays reports. When working on Grad appeals, they discovered several summer
withdrawals were not showing up in grad data, which would’ve moved kids out of the cohort. ODE is
still using the Legacy System for graduation rate, and one component that pushed data into Legacy
stopped running in May, so any summer WD for prior summer that were not entered until May were not
getting picked up. Last week, they fixed it and reran, which resolved some issues districts had filed
appeals for. Another reason could be any late calendar changes made in May, causing a student to
become a summer WD instead of school-year WD.
FY16 Grad reports are still being run, reflecting cases where an appeal is done through resubmission of
FY16G data in the Data Collector. At this point, manual changes (not requiring the re-opening of FY16G)
are not yet incorporated; and some, but not all, Supplementary WD reasons have also been included
(this is still being worked on). ODE’s goal is to get FY16 Grad totally done before December 31.

New Grad reports – new reports for Class of 2018 were tweaked last week, and should be coming out
today/tomorrow through Files Tab in the Data Collector to look at new End-of-Course criteria and
graduation points earned as of FY16 yearend. There will be a communication to Superintendents and an
EMIS Newsflash coming out so schools can begin intervention for students not on track to graduate.

Fed Child Count – reports are currently coming out the same as before. ODE is working on making them
a Level 2 report (not in the Files Tab), but this won’t happen until they open the new “S” collection
requests (2TRD and BODE) in January. They will continue the current process through December. Fed
Childcount snapshot date was October, but data is not due to U.S. Department of Education (USDOE)
until March so will be refreshed with data from the next “S” collections. When it gets closer, they’ll put
out dates to everyone.

ODE/ITC Training – (per Melissa)
1) Stacy will be providing 2.5 hour Skype sessions starting next Monday. Short notice, but ODE will
send email with dates/times/agenda. Expect an EMIS Newsflash this evening or tomorrow
morning. Dates: Nov 28, 29, Dec 1, 2, 5. Agenda: Overview of Fed Childcount reports, review
CCP, and new Grad reports for FY18 cohort.
2) EMIS Alliance training from MCOECN will be offered Dec 1 (NeoNet), 2 (Ashland Univ), and 6
(MVECA). Train-the-trainer format for ITC staff on two topics: Excel and Troubleshooting Fed
Childcount reports. Email was sent Nov 11 to ITC Directors.

CCP update – ODE is loading new agreement data today, SSDT will process tonight and data will appear
in ODDEX tomorrow. They’ll also load fresh student enrollment data from both colleges and districts

(which had not been loaded yet) either this Tuesday or Wednesday, and it will be available in ODDEX the
following day. Data should have the match scores on it so this is the time to review/approve CCP. With
the 45-days starting at this point, it will stretch into early January. If neither the JVS or District reported
a course, it will show up to be billed proportionate to the student % of time for each entity. If this is not
the case, the entity that is not supposed to pay should put in a flag so ODE can determine if there is an
agreement for one entity to pay instead of the other.

December 19 ODE call – please send an email from each ITC to let David know if nobody from your ITC
will be able to participate in the December 19 call due to the Career-Tech conference that day. If there
is a significant number unable to join, he’ll consider moving it.

Processing schedule – ODE is still working on finishing up prior year stuff and the community school
data pull this Tuesday, so there may be some funky processing schedules coming up. ODE will be open
on Friday after Thanksgiving, but a lot of staff will be out so there will be limited processing this coming
weekend. After CS data pulled gets pulled Tuesday PM/Wednesday AM, the next processing may wait
until Saturday or Sunday.

FY17L Staff/Course collection – hoping it would be out this week, but maybe next.

Next ODE/ITC call – December 5

